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&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;Itâ��s completely understandable that Hacksaw keeps ad

ding to their growing pile of â��dark sideâ�� slots, not only because of the success

 theyâ��ve seen thus far, but also because their back catalog is filled mostly wit

h thematically lighthearted installments. Gladiator Legends comes with simple sy

mbol visuals, at least until you land a VS wild that expands into a ferocious Du

el Reel animation that might boost the current win by up to x100.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;The sound effects are highly effective in creating the right gloomy atm

osphere, together with the soundtrack, and this is a volatile ride into a violen

t age of blood and guts entertainment. The top-tier Unleash The Beast bonus roun

d is all about accumulating bet multipliers via Duel Reels, as well as unlocking

 the Beast Reel Multiplier. The Champions of the Arena feature comes with an unu

sual twist, making each spin a nerve-racking affair.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Gladiator Legends Slot - Reels Screen&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Gladiator Legends Slot Features&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;The premium weapon symbols pay between 5 and 30 x your stake for 5 of a

 kind wins, and the regular lion Wild steps in for regular pay symbols to help c

omplete wins. The Wild pays the same as the top-tier symbol if you land 5 wilds 

on a payline.&lt;/p&gt;
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